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This paper studies the compatibility of having a grand unification scheme for particle physics,
while at the same time having a perturbative string theory description of such a scheme on a D-
brane. This is studied in a model independent approach and finds a negative result. Some additional
observations related to model building on branes are made.
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Introduction
The standard model of particle physics is a very suc-
cessful and well established model to describe the par-
ticle interactions at accessible energies in current high
energy experiments. The model contains more than 30
parameters that can be measured, but they have no ex-
planation of their relative numerical strengths within the
standard model itself. It has been a big dream of par-
ticle physics theory to reduce the number of such free
parameters and explain various features of the standard
model. Grand unified theory (GUT) schemes reduce the
number of free parameters because they relate the differ-
ent matter fields in the standard model and unify their
interactions at some high energy scale. Simple GUT’s
predict the Weinberg angle remarkably well [1] and this
is why they are so interesting.
One of the most salient problems in high energy physics
is the hierarchy problem. Supersymmetry is a techni-
cally natural solution of the hierarchy problem. In re-
cent years, another solution to the hierarchy problem has
been proposed [2, 3], based on the idea that the standard
model of particle physics might be confined to a brane
in higher dimensions, and that gravity’s strength in four
dimensions is diluted by the large extra dimensions vol-
ume. This second type of solution to the hierarchy prob-
lem was inspired in the idea of D-branes in string the-
ory [4]. There has also been a very voluminous effort to
produce models of the standard model on a D-brane in
various setups , see for example [5, 6, 7, 8], and for a
recent review see [9]. The main reason for this interest
is that D-brane setups provide an in principle calculable
model of particle physics, where perturbation theory cal-
culations can be carried from first principles and one can
hope to address the compatibility of string calculations
with precision measurements of the standard model. The
reason to ask for perturbative physics is obvious. At the
electroweak scale –at least with current observations– the
intermediate energy behavior of particle physics is sur-
prisingly well described by perturbation theory.
Now, it behooves us to ask if it possible to have it all:
the world on a D-brane, where string perturbation theory
is reliable, a grand unification scheme that predicts rela-
tions between the coupling constants, a prediction of the
new energy scale where the string theory effects are im-
portant, etc. Recent ideas connected to the landscape (as
in solutions of the cosmological constant with fluxes and
branes [10]) have indicated that given a naive estimate
of the number of vacua in string theory [11], the number
of solutions is large and the above question should be
answered in the affirmative.
In this paper we will ask this question from a model
independent point of view: can perturbative D-brane
setups (this is taken to mean that string perturbation
theory allows all required Standard model coupling con-
stants at intermediate scales) and Grand Unified ideas be
compatible with our knowledge of the standard model?
The answer I propose to this question is that this is not
possible, (a similar conclusion to observations in heterotic
models [12]). I also will discuss what options remain
available and give details on why some of them might
not be suitable for particle phenomenology.
Basic building blocks
We are interested in particle physics theories derived
from D-brane constructions as a low energy effective de-
scription of the dynamics. The details of the models de-
pend a lot on wether we use oriented string or unori-
ented string constructions. The oriented string models
are much simpler. The limit we take is related to the
α′ → 0 limit on string theory. Only massless, or nearly
massless states are kept in the low energy description.
The D-branes for the purposes of this paper are thought
of as geometric objects in large extra dimensions, but
this is not strictly necessary. We use this visualization
as an aid that allows us to talk about them in a geomet-
ric language. The same statements can be made using
the boundary state formalism in more abstract settings.
Here we write well known rules of thumb within the sting
theory lore that let us describe these models. Here we
include them for completeness in case the reader is not
familiar with them.
Oriented string models:
We consider a collection of D-branes on some geome-
try that are extended in the four directions we see. There
are two cases to consider: If the D-branes are point-like
in the extra dimensions, then the low energy physics is
2described by the massless spectrum of states on the D-
brane. If the D-branes are extended, the low energy
physics has Kaluza-Klein harmonics in the extra direc-
tions. We only choose the lowest lying mode for the low
energy effective field theory description. For our pur-
poses these modes have to be light enough to fit in the
few TeV scale. This is a model dependent issue.
The massless content of coincident D-branes include
gauge fields [4]. These are protected by gauge invariance
from getting a mass. The Higgs mechanism works by
separating the branes, sometimes also by turning on a
Wilson line in the extra dimensions, or by deforming in-
tersecting branes into a single smooth brane. The gauge
group on a collection of N coincident D-branes is U(N).
If we have many D-brane types, then the gauge group
will be of product form
∏
U(Ni), where Ni reflects the
number of D-branes in each stack. Different stacks gener-
ically intersect. When they intersect one can have mass-
less fields associated to the intersection. For oriented
strings, each end of the string carries a fundamental or
anti-fundamental representation of the gauge group as-
sociated to where the string ends, depending exclusively
on the orientation of the ends. Thus all fields that are
charged with respect to two different brane stacks are
in bifundamentals. Strings going from one brane to it-
self are in the adjoint. There are no massless vectors
going between different stacks of branes.The matter con-
tent can be chiral [13], and the total number of bifun-
damentals minus ant-bifundamentals is controlled by an
intersection index (A good discussion is found in [14]).
These also give rise to mixed anomalies whose numerical
value depends on this index).
These configurations are usually visualized by a quiver
diagram. This is a graph with directed arrows between
the nodes (here we follow [15]). Each node is associated
to one stack of D-branes, and has a multiplicity index
(the number of branes of the given type). The arrows la-
bel the (nearly) massless states between them. If super-
symmetry is broken, we should distinguish fermions from
bosons in the quiver diagram. Nearly massless bosons are
allowed, as well as tachyons with a small negative mass.
This just reflects classical instabilities of the vacuum.
Finally, we get to a description of the allowed cou-
plings. At string tree level, couplings of these modes are
associated to disk diagram worldsheets. Tracing Chan-
Paton factors gives the result that all tree level string
couplings are of the form of a single trace of a closed
loop in the quiver diagram, where the closed loop chases
arrows from one node to the next. This is a very impor-
tant point for this paper. If one integrates out massive
closed string modes, one can get multi-trace couplings
as well, but they are suppressed by the string coupling
constant which is taken to be small. These couplings are
also usually associated to irrelevant couplings, so they
also are suppressed by their energy dependence. Finally,
we should note that the allowed perturbative couplings
are constrained by allowing one to have a large N limit of
the field theory. This is due to the fact that in general we
can expect to change the rank of the gauge group by nu-
cleating brane anti-brane pairs. For disk diagrams, this
process does not change the numerical values of ampli-
tudes, but it changes U(N) to U(N +M)×U(M) where
M is the number of such pairs and U(M) is the gauge
group of the anti-branes. This can be described in terms
of classical string theory [16, 17]. As a note, with the
rules above, the number of fields has to scale like N2.
If we concentrate on the couplings of the branes and
ignore the terms that involve the anti-branes, this gives
us a constraint on the allowed form of the coupling con-
stants. The coupling constants are constants only from a
naive perspective of the open string. They are controlled
by the geometry (closed string moduli) and their values
can vary substantially as we vary the geometry. These
couplings carry factors of the string coupling constant gs,
which we take to be small. The open string coupling con-
stant appears in all gauge coupling constants. Havig gs
small guarantees that these gauge coupling constants are
small at the string scale. In this paper we are interested
in infrared dynamics associated to the TeV scale. We can
keep all coupling constants small in this regime, and still
have strong infrared effects like confinement at ultra-low
energies.
Finally, cubic anomaly cancellation is easy to describe
in these models. Since we are only allowed to have
fundamentals, anti-fundamentals or adjoints, the cubic
anomaly for SU(N) tells us that the number of funda-
mentals and anti-fundamentals have to be equal. Graph-
ically this gives us an easy rule that numbers of chiral
fermion arrows going into a node have to be equal to
numbers of chiral fermion arrows going out of the node
counted with multiplicity.
Mixed anomalies can be cancelled by the Green-
Schwarz mechanism. This involves a Higgsing of some
of the U(1) fields at low energies, where a closed string
mode supplies the longitudinal polarization of the mas-
sive photon. Thus the low energy effective gauge group
can be a product of SU(Ni). There is always a diago-
nal U(1) under which nothing is charged, that remains
effectively massless after these constraints to low energy
physics are added.
Unoriented string models
For unoriented strings most of the above rules apply.
We are allowed many more choices. The allowed gauge
groups are now U(N), SO(N) and Sp(N) and their prod-
ucts. The theory also has to admit a large N limit. Mat-
ter fields now can carry also one fundamental index per
end of the string. However, because the strings are unori-
eted, both ends can be fundamental or anti-fundamental,
for SO(N) and SP (N) each end carries a vector index.
Couplings also need to be made from gauge invariant
combinations of closed loops in the quiver, and are also
allowed to be multi-trace if we integrate out heavy string
3modes. The matter content allows also for symmetric and
antisymmetric tensor multiplets (not just adjoints from
a brane to itself), as well as their complex conjugates if
the gauge group is U(N). The anomaly cancellation con-
dition here has to be calculated on a case by case basis.
Ruling out simple GUT brane models
There are many GUT models to analyze. In this paper
we will look at the simplest ones. These are SO(10) with
matter in the spinor representation and SU(5) models
(the minimal GUT). Most other grand unified models
contain one of these two as a submodel.
The first one is very easy to rule out. The spinor rep-
resentation of SO(10) does not show up as an allowed
matter content of D-brane models (it is not a bifunda-
mental).
For the SU(5) model, we can consider two scenarios.
Oriented and unoriented string models. In either one of
these models, if we have fundamental fields, there should
be another brane where the string ends. Thus these mod-
els are not usually unified at the string scale either and
sometimes can resemble a flipped SU(5) model instead.
However, we can fit the whole standard model set of in-
teractions in SU(5), or a flipped SU(5) model, and this
is what we will analyze.
First, let us look at the oriented models. The ori-
ented ones can not be chiral with respect to SU(5) due
to anomaly cancellation: the number of fundamentals has
to be equal to the number of anti-fundamentals. One also
is not allowed anything other than an adjoint field mat-
ter content. This contradicts our low energy observations
of parity violation in the standard model, and we would
have trouble fitting the mechanism of mass generation by
Higgsing into the field theory analysis. Higgsing of the
SU(N) models of this type can not produce models that
are chiral either. This is because the intersection index
of any pair of branes that are a subset from the SU(N)
brane stack is zero. Thus, for oriented models chirality
forces different parts of the standard model gauge group
to be located on different stacks of branes.
Now, let us look at an unoriented SU(5) model (or a
flipped SU(5) model). The usual fermions as 10 and 5¯
easily fit into allowed matter representations. Anomaly
cancellation relates the number of 5¯ and 1¯0 fields into
generations. Also, the usual Higgs field assignments are
allowed by the unoriented rules. Indeed, various specific
models claim that the spectrum found in them is com-
patible with the standard model assignments [7, 18].
From this point of view, we seem to be able to fit the
standard model of particle physics into a grand unifica-
tion scheme set by D-brane setups. However, we have to
look at the models more carefully. In particular, we need
to address also the Yukawa couplings of the GUT model.
In the usual GUT case the top quark mass is generated
by a 10× 10× 5 Yukawa coupling.
According to our rules for D-brane models, this cou-
pling should be built of single (and possibly multi)
trace operators in the quiver diagram and should have a
smooth large N limit. However, we notice that this is not
the case. The generalization to large N of the above cou-
pling is into a coupling of two antisymmetric tensors and
a fundamental field. Counting boxes of the correspond-
ing Young tableaux, we have five fundamental boxes to-
tal (with no anti-fundamental boxes). Thus the N -ality
(number of boxes in Young tableaux) of the coupling con-
stant is 5. Only couplings whose N -ality is zero modulo
N , are gauge invariant, but only those whose N -ality
is zero are allowed by traces. To make such a coupling
gauge invariant we end up using the totally antisymmet-
ric tensor of SU(N), and this tensor is the problem and
the dimension of the coupling constant is not independent
of N and there is no smooth large N limit. Thus at weak
string coupling constant this coupling is perturbatively
zero. The same argument forbids certain couplings for
flipped SU(5) models: those that would be responsible
for the b mass. This is not a problem for 10× 5¯× 5¯ cou-
plings that dominate the lepton masses. Such 10×10×5
couplings can only be generated by non-perturbative ef-
fects in string theory (their vanishing was first noticed in
[19], see also[20]). Since these dominate the generation
of mass for the heavy quark fields, we would need a new
mechanism for understanding these “non-perturbative ef-
fects” without destroying the perturbative reliability of
our model. Usual instantons contribute zero modes from
all generation: to get something generation dependent is
much harder. In essence, these models are no better than
constructions based on manifolds of G2 holonomy [21].
In all of these we can have an intermediate perturbative
window to do perturbative analysis in the low energy ef-
fective field theory, but it is impossible to calculate the
Yukawa couplings strictly from string perturbation the-
ory. Such simple perturtbative D-brane models are ruled
out. From this point of view, evidence of simple grand
unification within perturbative string models prefers per-
turbative models based on the heterotic string.
Other more complicated arrangements of mass gener-
ation are possible in principle. For example, we could
base a Yukawa coupling on a 10 × 10 × 1¯0 × 1¯0 cou-
pling, if we have scalars in the 1¯0 (in SUSY models these
are available as the superpartners of the 10), or of the
form 1¯0 × 1¯0 ×X, where X is a composite scalar field
[20]. The same argument above forbids all of these terms
from generating quark masses. The reason is that the
gauge invariant mass term for the quarks involves a to-
tally antisymmetric index of SU(3): we need three color
boxes in the coupling to make it gauge invariant, forcing
X to be composite of colored scalars, whose vev is zero
perturbatively as the color SU(3) is unbroken. This ar-
gument can also be used to discard non-unified models
with some quarks in the antisymmetric of SU(3). These
two arguments together are a very strong constraint on
4perturbative models.
In practice, if one is willing to allow non-perturbative
effects to dominate part of the physics, one usually ends
up not being able to trust most calculations from first
principles. This is particularly challenging for the brane
models we are discussing. One should just as well study
F -theory setups and hope that there are some effects
that would lead to some calculable perturbative physics
that one can confront with precision electroweak mea-
surements. A field theory attempt along this line of rea-
soning can be found in [22].
Some other problems associated to oriented models
We will now quickly go through simple alternatives
based on oriented non-unified models and we will find
some other problems with this approach as well.
The first observation we can make from non-unified
models is that at high energies the SU(3) and SU(2)
become U(3) and U(2). The quark doublets are all in
the (3, 2¯). The strings are oriented, so the representa-
tions under SU(3) and the U(2) need to be the same.
Anomaly cancellation then tells us that there have to be
at least nine chiral doublets that are not charged under
color. Since these are chiral, they can only get their mass
from the electroweak symmetry breaking. These doublets
should therefore be relatively light and can contribute to
the decay width of the Z. One can avoid this if they are
sufficiently heavy. In this case they would only modify
the width via radiative corrections. The high precision
of the standard model measurements disfavors this setup,
but does not rule it out. In general, the best way of see-
ing these new particles would be via direct production
via an intermediate Z or Higgs h with enough center of
mass energy to be at treshold for real pair production.
Photoproduction of charged particles is also possible.
If we require also supersymmetry, then the situation
worsens. Each of the chiral fermions doublets would have
a relatively light scalar doublet superpartner. These in
general give rise to unsuppressed flavor changing neutral
currents via box diagrams and they would affect precision
electroweak data. Also, in some examples, the masses of
some charginos would not be able to come from a su-
perpotential Yukawa coupling. They arise instead from
higher dimension operators in the lagrangian [6]. This
brings down the scale of new physics and in turn af-
fect neutrino masses in a general setup by making them
heavier than observed. This analysis also covers the re-
cent proposal [8], although in that particular proposal,
fine tunings are allowed that could in principle bypass
the objections presented here. The case to discard these
models is a much weaker case than for GUTS, but it is
necessary to work a lot harder to ensure that none of the
problems mentioned above crops up.
One can also try to analyze non-unified unoriented
models. These are very generic and they don’t seem to
be particularly predictive in a model independent way.
To address issues of these models, we have to work with
specific constructions.
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